Abstraci-Harmonic plus noise model (HNM) divides the speech spectrum into two bands: harmonic and noise. One is modeled with harmonics of the fundamental and the other is simulated using random noise. As HNM analysidsynthesis is performed at each glottal closure instant (GCI). errors in estimation of GCls affect the quality of the synthesized speech. The objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of the perturbation in GCls on the synthesized speech quality. Childers and Hu's algorithm is used for GCls calculations. Investigations show that the speech.quality is very sensitive to positions of the GCls. A small perturbation with maximum of 4 % of the local pitch period considerably degrades the synthesized speech. Perturbations above 8 % severely affect quality of the output speech.
I.' INTRODUCTION
Different approaches for speech synthesis can be broadly classified in two categories: waveform and model based. Waveform based approach uses prerecorded passages of speech and plays a subset of these passages in a particular sequence for generating the desired speech output. This method provides high quality and naturalness. but has a limited vocabulary and'usually only one voice. Model based synthesis approach uses a model of the speech generation such as articulatory, source-filter, or acoustic, and a set of parameters. I n most of these approaches the extraction of parameters is very difficult and time consuming. A very flexible acoustic model for speech synthesis is based on sinusoidal model of speech -the waveform is represented as summation of a finite number of sinusoids with arbitrary amplitudes, frequencies, and phases [I] . Same limitations of computation load and a big number of parameters are also applicable to this approach but harmonic plus noise model (HNM), which is a variant of sinusoidal modeling of speech requires smaller number of parameters and is computationally efficient [2]. Time and frequency scaling is also relatively easy. m M divides the spectrum of the speech into two sub bands, one is modeled with harmonics of the fundamental and the other is simulated using random noise. The frequency, which partitions the speech spectrum in these two bands, is known as maximum voiced frequency (FJ and varies from frame to frame. In natural speech the noise part is contributed by non-periodic components as fricative or aspiration noise and period-to-period variation of the glottal excitation, etc. Also, analysidsynthesis is pitch synchronous in HNM [3],[2]. In pitch synchronous speech synthesis, the analyidsynthesis of the speech is performed at each glottal closure instant (GCI).
Although pitch synchronous analyidsynthesis is well suited for high speech quality speech output, but problem of this method is that we need to estimate the glottal closure instants (GCls) very accurately. GCls can directly be calculated from the speech signal or they may be estimated using the pitch information. Different methods for the determination of pitch give,different accuracies (41S51.
Pitch perturbation is the cycle-to-cycle Mriability of the .pitch or fundamental frequency. It is a measurement of how a given pitch value differs from the one or several pitch values that immediately precede or follow it [61. Natural speech has a certain amount of perturbation or jilt,. But errors in calculation of pitch also lead to perturbation in the pitch contour. Perturbation in the pitch leads to perturbations in the GCls. If the speech is analyzed and synthesized using these inaccurate values of GCls, the quality of the synthesized speech is affected. So it is necessary to employ a more accurate method for these calculations.
The objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of the perturbation in GCls on the spthesized speech quality that is perceptually acceptable for both vowels and syllables.
Investigations are carried out with special reference to phoneme sets in Hmdi and some other Indian languages.
These phoneme sets have five places of articulation for stops. Aspiration'is a distinguishing feature for stops, and there are only unvoiced fricatives [7] . GCls are obtained by processing the speech signal using Childers and Hu's algorithm and from the glottal signal obtaining using an impedance electroglottograph 
HARMONIC PLUS NOISE MODEL
In HNM lxised synihesis, the spcccli signal i s assumed ti1 bc coinposcd of two parts: liiirtnonic and noise. Thc harmonic par1 accoiiiits for the quasi-pcriodic coinponetits of the spcecli signal while the iioisc part i s rcsponsihlc lor nonperiodic components (e.g., fricative or aspil-slion iioisc, period-lo-period variation of tlic glottal excitation ctc.). Thc frcqucncy separaling the two bands is called maxiinitin As ilic GCls iihktincd by using EGG are more accuriile 171, for comparison we have also obtained GCls lkom tlic glnltal waveforin recorded by using ai1 impedance glo1togr;tph [lOl, [ll] . First the glottal signal i s bandpass filtered (100 Hz -900 I~Iz) and given to the hysleresis comparator to convert tlie input into a rectangular waveforin for calculating thc period of thc input signal. Tlie thresholds of the liystcresis comparator arc dynamically calculated using peaks, valleys, and average amplitude oltlie input [IO] .
METHODOLOGY
Artcr implcmcnting tlic IINM. spcech segmcnls corresponding to vowels and vowel-cotisonant-vowcl in Indian languagcs were recorded, analyzed and synthesized. Thc rccording was done using a B & K 4 176 microphoiic. Thc microphone is connected LO precision sound levcl meter ( I 3 & K, Type 223.5) and its AC output is amplified and given to second clianiiel o l the linc-in input of sound card. The first channcl is used for recording glotlal signal using an impedance glnttograph.
To sludy tlic ellecls of perturbation iii GCls, glottal closurc instants (GCls) are first calculatcd for both glotlal and speech wavelorins using Lhc Childcrs iind Hit's algorilhin.
Thc scheme for adding perturbation to [lie GCls is sliowii in Figure 3 . Thcn random number gcncrator gencratcs a sequcnce with normal distribution in tlie range [-I, +I]. This is ninltiplicd by llie local pitch and amount iildesircd relalivc perturbation in tlie GCIs. Rcsulted valuc is added to Llie GCI uiidcr consideration. This process is repcatcd lor all GCls. So cach GCI is disturbed by ail amiiuril dctermincd by Llie random n u m b , local pitch, a i d relalivc perturbation.
Alter obtaining Lhc pcrturhed GCls, the pitch synchronous analysis and synthesis is pcrfosnied using HNM describcd in Figure I II the GCls are calculatcd from the spccch signal and anatysislsynthcsis is perlortncd with perturbation varying from 0 % to 4 % added to these GUS, the output spccch quality is not allectcd much as conlirined and listcning lesls.
Allhough spcctrograms show soinc noisc at evcn 4 % perturbatioii hut tlic output speech is pcrccptually satislictory. Whcii thc pcrtiirbatioii is iiirllier iiicseascd from 5 CO to 8 %, tlic speech quality starts dc~criorating and altcr 8 o/o il is scvcrely affcclcd (Figure 4d and Sd). Thcse limits liir perturbation are approximately thc same for iniilc and lemale spcakers. , . values of perturbation as high as 6 %. That is the reason that the spectrograms (Figure 4) for synthesized speech by 
CONCLUSIONS
Experimentations with the pitch synchronous synthesis of with different amount of perturbations in CCIs show that perturbations beyond 5 % result in quality degradation. Hence accurate determination of GCIs is necessary for high quality synthesis of speech, and a simultaneous recording of glottal signal from an impedance electroglottograph can be used for this purpose.
